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COHOMOLOGY CLASSES OF CONORMAL BUNDLES OF SCHUBERT
VARIETIES AND YANGIAN WEIGHT FUNCTIONS
R. RIMA´NYI, V. TARASOV, AND A. VARCHENKO
Abstract. We consider the conormal bundle of a Schubert variety SI in the cotangent bundle
T ∗Gr of the Grassmannian Gr of k-planes in Cn. This conormal bundle has a fundamental class
κI in the equivariant cohomology H
∗
T
(T ∗Gr). Here T = (C∗)n × C∗. The torus (C∗)n acts on
T ∗Gr in the standard way and the last factor C∗ acts by multiplication on fibers of the bundle.
We express this fundamental class as a sum YI of the Yangian Y (gl2) weight functions (WJ )J .
We describe a relation of YI with the double Schur polynomial [SI ].
A modified version of the κI classes, named κ
′
I
, satisfy an orthogonality relation with respect to
an inner product induced by integration on the non-compact manifold T ∗Gr. This orthogonality
is analogous to the well known orthogonality satisfied by the classes of Schubert varieties with
respect to integration on Gr.
The classes (κ′
I
)I form a basis in the suitably localized equivariant cohomologyH
∗
T
(T ∗Gr). This
basis depends on the choice of the coordinate flag in Cn. We show that the bases corresponding
to different coordinate flags are related by the Yangian R-matrix.
1. Introduction
The equivariant cohomology of the cotangent bundle of a Grassmannian has hidden Yangian
symmetries, see for example [Vas1, Vas2, Va, N, GRTV]. In this paper we give another example
of that symmetry.
The Yangian symmetry considered in this paper is a special case of Yangian symmetries on
Nakajima quiver varieties, namely corresponding to the quiver A1 [N]. In this special case the
set of torus fixed points is finite, making it possible to perform fairly explicit calculations.
We study the conormal bundle of a Schubert variety SI in the cotangent bundle T
∗Gr of the
Grassmannian Gr of k-planes in Cn. We consider a resolution S˜I of SI , which lies in a flag variety
Fl. The resolution map is the restriction of the natural forgetful map π : Fl→ Gr. The conormal
bundle CS˜I ⊂ T
∗Fl of S˜I has an equivariant fundamental cohomology class [CS˜I ] in the torus
equivariant cohomology ring H∗
T
(T ∗Fl) = H∗
T
(Fl). Here T = (C∗)n×C∗. The torus (C∗)n acts on
T ∗Fl in the standard way and the last factor C∗ acts by multiplication on fibers of the bundle.
Our main object of study is
κI = π∗([CS˜I ]) ∈ H
∗
T
(Gr) = H∗
T
(T ∗Gr),
which we call the equivariant fundamental cohomology class of the cotangent bundle of SI .
In Theorem 4.4 we express eh · κI as a sum YI of the Yangian Y (gl2) weight functions (WJ)J .
Here eh is an explicit cohomology class independent of I, and eh is not a zero-divisor.
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In Section 5 we consider the fundamental class [SI ] of the Schubert variety in the equivariant
cohomologyH∗(C∗)n(Gr) and obtain [SI ] as a suitable leading coefficient of the class κI . The classes
[SI ] are key objects in Schubert calculus. They are represented by the double Schur polynomials
(in the associated Chern roots). Proposition 5.4 and Corollary 5.5 say that the double Schur
polynomials [SI ] are leading coefficients of Yangian weight functions WI , and of their sums YI .
In Section 7 we define a modified version κ′I of κI . The transition matrix from (κI)I to (κ
′
J)J
is an upper triangular matrix with integer coefficients and ones in the diagonal. For every I
the difference κ′I − κI is supported on p
−1(SI − S
o
I ), where S
o
I is the Schubert cell, and p is the
projection of the bundle p : T ∗Gr → Gr. We show that the κ′I classes satisfy an orthogonality
relation with respect to an inner product induced by integration on the non-compact manifold
T ∗Gr. This orthogonality is analogous to the well known orthogonality satisfied by the classes
of Schubert varieties with respect to integration on Gr.
The classes (κ′I)I form a basis in the suitably localized equivariant cohomology H
∗
T
(T ∗Gr). This
basis depends on the choice of the coordinate flag in Cn. In Section 8 we show that the bases
corresponding to different coordinate flags are related by the Yangian R-matrix.
The weight functions were used in [TV2] to describe q-hypergeometric solutions of the qKZ
equations associated with the Yangian Y (gl2). The q-hypergeometric solutions are of the form
(1) Iγ(z1, . . . , zn) =
∑
J
(∫
γ
Φ(t1, . . . , tk, z1, . . . , zn)WJ(t1, . . . , tk, z1, . . . , zn)dt1 . . . dtk
)
vJ
where (vJ) is a basis of a vector space, γ is an integration cycle parametrizing solutions,
Φ(t1, . . . , tk, z1, . . . , zn) is a (master) function independent of the index J , the functions
WJ(t1, . . . , tk, z1, . . . , zn) are the weight functions. To express the fundamental class κI we replace
in the weight functions the integration variables t1, . . . , tk with the Chern roots of the canonical
bundle over Gr.
As explained in [TV2], the q-hypergeometric solutions (1) identify the qKZ equations with a
suitable discrete Gauss-Manin connection. In [TV2], the weight functions were identified with
the cohomology classes of a discretization of a suitable de Rham cohomology group. Our for-
mula for the cohomology class of the conormal bundle of a Schubert variety in terms of weight
functions indicates a connection between that discrete de Rham cohomology group of [TV2] and
the equivariant cohomology of the Grassmannian.
This paper is a part of our project of identification of the equivariant cohomology of partial flag
varieties with Bethe algebras of quantum integrable systems, see [V, RV, RSV, RTVZ, GRTV].
On this subject see also for example [BMO, NS].
Acknowledgement. R.R. is supported in part by NSA grant CON:H98230-10-1-0171. V.T. is
supported in part by NSF grant DMS-0901616. A.V. is supported in part by NSF grant DMS-
1101508. A.V. thanks the Hausdorff Research Institute for Mathematics and the Institut des
Hautes E´tudes Scientifiques for hospitality. We are grateful for L. Fehe´r for useful discussions.
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2. preliminaries
2.1. Blocks. The positive integers k ≤ n will be fixed throughout the paper.
In Sections 3 and 4 we will parameterize various objects in representation theory and geometry
by k element subsets I of {1, . . . , n}. We will use some notation on the ‘blocks’ in I, as follows.
Write I as a disjoint union
I = I1 ∪ I2 ∪ . . . ∪ Il
= {i1, . . . , iv(1)} ∪ {iv(1)+1, . . . , iv(2)} ∪ . . . ∪ {iv(l−1)+1, . . . , iv(l)}
of maximal intervals of consecutive numbers, that is, we assume
• i1 < i2 < . . . < iv(l) (v(l) = k),
• iv(c−1)+1, . . . , iv(c) is an interval of consecutive integers for c = 1, . . . , l (we put v(0) = 0),
• iv(c) + 1 < iv(c)+1 for all c = 1, . . . , l − 1.
The subsets I1, . . . , Il will be called the blocks of I. The lengths of the blocks will be denoted
by mc = |Ic| = v(c)− v(c− 1), c = 1, . . . , l. Let m = (m1, . . . , ml). For a ∈ {1, . . . , k} let iaˆ be
the largest element of the block containing ia. That is, aˆ = v(c) for some c ∈ {1, . . . , l}. We set
I! = m1! · · ·ml!.
Let ℓ(I) =
∑k
a=1(ia − a).
2.2. Symmetrizer operations. For a function f of the variables t1, . . . , tk we set
SymSk f =
∑
σ∈Sk
f(tσ(1), . . . , tσ(k)).
If a vector m = (m1, . . . , ml) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}
l is given with v(c) =
∑c
d=1md, v(l) = k, then let
Sm be the subgroup of Sk permuting the groups of variables
(2) {t1, . . . , tv(1)}, {tv(1)+1, . . . , tv(2)}, . . . {tv(l−1)+1, . . . , tv(l)}
independently. We set
SymSm f =
∑
σ∈Sm
f(tσ(1), . . . , tσ(k)).
If the function f(t1, . . . , tk) is symmetric in the groups of variables (2), then we define
SymSk/Sm f =
1∏l
c=1mc!
SymSk f.
Clearly SymSk f = SymSk/Sm(SymSm f).
3. Representation theory: the weight functions
In this section let z1, . . . , zn, h, t1, . . . , tk be variables.
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3.1. Weight functions. Let I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, i1 < . . . < ik. Following [TV2] we
call the function
(3) WI(t1, . . . , tk) = h
k SymSk
(
k∏
a=1
(
ia−1∏
u=1
(ta − zu + h)
n∏
u=ia+1
(ta − zu)
k∏
b=a+1
ta − tb + h
ta − tb
))
a weight function. For example
• for k = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have W{i} = h
∏i−1
u=1(t1 − zu + h)
∏n
u=i+1(t1 − zu)
• for n = 4 we have
W{1,2} = h
2(t1 − z3)(t1 − z4)(t2 − z3)(t2 − z4) ((h + t1 + t2)(h− z1 − z2) + 2(t1t2 + z1z2)) .
For I = {i1 < . . . < ik} and J = {j1 < . . . < jk} we define I ≥ J if ia ≥ ja for all a. The
following interpolation property of weight functions follows directly from the definition.
Lemma 3.1. We have WJ |ta=zja 6= 0. If I 6≥ J then WI |ta=zja = 0. 
LetR = C[z1, . . . , zn, h]((zi−zj+h)
−1)i,j=1,...,n. Note that i = j is allowed, hence z1−z1+h = h
is invertible in R. Consider the R-submodule Mk,n of R[t1, . . . , tn], spanned by the weight
functions WI(t1, . . . , tn) for all I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, |I| = k.
Lemma 3.2. The module Mk,n is a free module with basis WI .
Proof. In an R-linear relation among the WI-functions there is a term WJ , such that for all other
terms WI in the relation we have I 6≥ J . Then the ta = zja substitution cancels all the terms but
WJ , see Lemma 3.1. 
3.2. R-matrix. For 1 ≤ a < k, I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, |I| = k let I(a,a+1) be the k-element subset of
{1, . . . , n} in which the roles of a and a+ 1 are replaced. That is
• a ∈ I if and only if a + 1 ∈ I(a,a+1), and a + 1 ∈ I if and only if a ∈ I(a,a+1),
• for b 6∈ {a, a+ 1} we have b ∈ I(a,a+1) if and only if b ∈ I.
Proposition 3.3. For 1 ≤ a < k we have
h
za+1 − za + h
WI +
za+1 − za
za+1 − za + h
WI(a,a+1) = WI |za↔za+1
za+1 − za
za+1 − za + h
WI +
h
za+1 − za + h
WI(a,a+1) = WI(a,a+1)|za↔za+1(4)
Proof. If I(a,a+1) = I then the statement reduces to the fact that in this case WI is symmetric in
za and za+1. Otherwise the statement of the proposition follows from the special case of k = 1,
n = 2, a = 1 by simple manipulations of the formulas. This special case, namely,
(5)


h
z2 − z1 + h
z2 − z1
z2 − z1 + h
z2 − z1
z2 − z1 + h
h
z2 − z1 + h


(
h(t1 − z2)
h(t1 − z1 + h)
)
=
(
h(t1 − z1)
h(t1 − z2 + h)
)
,
follows by direct calculation. 
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Consider the Lie algebra gl2 with its standard generators ei,j for i, j ∈ {1, 2}. We denote the
basis of its vector representation C2 by v+, v−. We have e2,1v+ = v−, e2,1v− = 0.
For a subset I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} define vI = vi1 ⊗ . . .⊗ vin where iu = − for u ∈ I and iu = + for
u 6∈ I. The collection of vectors vI for all subsets I of {1, . . . , n} form a basis of the vector space
(C2)⊗n. Hence we have the isomorphism of free R-modules⊕n
k=0Mk,n
∼= (C2)⊗n ⊗R
WI ↔ vI
.
Proposition 3.3 means that under this identification the following two natural operations on
the two sides are identified.
• Substituting za ↔ za+1 on the left-hand side;
• Acting by the ‘R-matrix’
h · Id+(za+1 − za) · P
(a,a+1)
za+1 − za + h
on the right-hand side, where P(a,a+1) is the transposition of the ath and a + 1st factors
of (C2)⊗n.
3.3. Y -functions. The main object of this section is a certain linear combination of the weight
functions. Consider again the gl2 representation (C
2)⊗n. Let e
(j)
2,1 denote the action of e2,1 ∈ gl2
on the j’th factor of (C2)⊗n. Define
Σj = e
(1)
2,1 + . . .+ e
(j)
2,1.
For an I ⊂ {1, . . . , n} recall the notation on the block-structure of I from Section 2.1 and set
ΣI =
(
1
m1!
Σm1v(1)
)(
1
m2!
Σm2v(2)
)
. . .
(
1
ml!
Σmlv(l)
)
∈ End((C2)⊗n).
Definition 3.4. For I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, let ΣI(v∅) =
∑
J cJvJ be the result of application of the
operator ΣI to the vector v∅. Define
YI =
∑
J
cJWJ .
Example 3.5. For k = 1, i ≤ n we have Y{i} =
∑i
j=1W{j}.
For k = 2, n = 4 we have
Σ{2,4}(v+ ⊗ v+ ⊗ v+ ⊗ v+) =
(
(e
(1)
2,1 + e
(2)
2,1)(e
(1)
2,1 + e
(2)
2,1 + e
(3)
2,1 + e
(4)
2,1)
)
(v+ ⊗ v+ ⊗ v+ ⊗ v+)
= 2v{1,2} + v{1,3} + v{1,4} + v{2,3} + v{2,4},
hence
• Y{2,4} = 2W{1,2} +W{1,3} +W{1,4} +W{2,3} +W{2,4}.
The other Y -functions for k = 2, n = 4 are
• Y{1,2} =W{1,2}
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• Y{1,3} =W{1,2} +W{1,3}
• Y{1,4} =W{1,2} +W{1,3} +W{1,4}
• Y{2,3} =W{1,2} +W{1,3} +W{2,3}
• Y{3,4} =W{1,2} +W{1,3} +W{1,4} +W{2,3} +W{2,4} +W{3,4}.
3.4. Formulas for Y -functions.
Lemma 3.6. Using the notation of Section 2.1 we have
(6)
YI =
1
I!
SymSk
[
k∏
a=1
(
iaˆ∏
u=1
(ta − zu + h)
a−1∏
b=1
ta − tb − h
ta − tb
−
iaˆ∏
u=1
(ta − zu)
a−1∏
b=1
ta − tb + h
ta − tb
)
n∏
u=iaˆ+1
(ta − zu)
]
.
In addition, let
(7) NI =
(∏
c>d
∏
ia∈Ic
∏
ib∈Id
(ta − tb − h)
)
·
k∏
a=1
(∏
u≤iaˆ
(ta − zu + h)
∏
u>iaˆ
(ta − zu)
)
.
Then
(8) YI = SymSk/Sm
NI(t1, . . . , tk) +MI(t1, . . . , tk)∏
c>d
∏
ia∈Ic
∏
ib∈Id
(ta − tb)
,
where M is a polynomial symmetric in the groups of variables (2) and M(zσ(1), . . . , zσ(k)) = 0 for
any permutation σ ∈ Sk.
Proof. Formula (6) is a corollary of Lemma 2.21 in [TV2].
Now consider the function F in [ ]-brackets in (6). Our goal is to write its Sm symmetrization
in the form
SymSm F = I! ·
NI +MI∏
c>d
∏
ia∈Ic
∏
ib∈Id
(ta − tb)
with NI and MI having the required properties.
The function F is a product of k factors Q1, . . . , Qk, with each factor being a difference of two
rational functions. For example the first such factor is
Q1 =
i1ˆ∏
u=1
(t1 − zu + h)
n∏
u=i1ˆ+1
(t1 − zu)−
n∏
u=1
(t1 − zu),
and the last such factor is
Qk =
i
kˆ∏
u=1
(tk − zu + h)
n∏
u=i
kˆ
+1
(tk − zu)
k−1∏
b=1
tk − tb − h
tk − tb
−
n∏
u=1
(tk − zu)
k−1∏
b=1
tk − tb + h
tk − tb
.
When this product of k factors is distributed, we have 2k terms. Each of these terms are of the
form
p(t1, . . . , tk)∏
1≤b≤a≤k(ta − tb)
,
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where p is a polynomial. Hence, the Sm symmetrization of this term is of the form
q(t1, . . . , tk)∏
c>d
∏
ia∈Ic
∏
ib∈Id
(ta − tb)
for an appropriate polynomial q.
We first claim that q satisfies q(zσ(1), . . . , zσ(k)) = 0 for any permutation σ ∈ Sk, unless the term
we are considering comes from the choice of choosing the first term from each Q1, Q2, . . . , Qk.
Indeed, the second term of Qa is divisible by
∏n
u=1(ta−zu). Hence p is divisible by this. Therefore
q can be written as a sum of terms, each having a factor
∏n
u=1(tb − zu) (for different b’s). This
proves our first claim. The sum of the q polynomials corresponding to these 2k − 1 choices will
be I! ·MI .
Now consider the product of the first terms of Q1, . . . , Qk. It is
k∏
a=1
(
iaˆ∏
u=1
(ta − zu + h)
n∏
u=iaˆ+1
(ta − zu)
) ∏
1≤b≤a≤k
ta − tb − h
ta − tb
.
Its Sm symmetrization is equal
k∏
a=1
(
iaˆ∏
u=1
(ta − zu + h)
n∏
u=iaˆ+1
(ta − zu)
)
SymSm
∏
1≤b≤a≤k
ta − tb − h
ta − tb
.
Observe that
(9) SymSm
∏
1≤b≤a≤k
ta − tb − h
ta − tb
=
∏
c>d
∏
ia∈Ic
∏
ib∈Id
ta − tb − h
ta − tb
· SymSm
∏
a>b
iaˆ=ibˆ
ta − tb − h
ta − tb
.
Applying the simple identity
SymSr
∏
1≤b≤a≤r
ta − tb − h
ta − tb
= r!
for r = m1, m2, . . ., we find that (9) equals∏
c>d
∏
ia∈Ic
∏
ib∈Id
ta − tb − h
ta − tb
· I!.
Hence the q polynomial corresponding to the choice of the first factors from Q1, . . . , Qk is I! ·NI .
This proves the second part of the Lemma. 
4. Geometry: conormal bundles of Schubert varieties
4.1. The Schubert variety and its resolution. Let ǫ1, . . . , ǫn be the standard basis of C
n.
Consider the Grassmannian Gr = GrkC
n of k dimensional subspaces of Cn, and the standard
flag
(10) C1 ⊂ C2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Cn,
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where Ca = span(ǫ1, . . . , ǫa). For I = {i1 < . . . < ik} ⊂ {1, . . . , n} we define the Schubert variety
SI = {W
k ⊂ Cn : dim(W k ∩ Cia) ≥ a for a = 1, . . . , k} ⊂ Gr .
The dimension of SI is ℓ(I) =
∑k
a=1(ia − a). Recall the notations of the block-structure of I
from Section 2.1. In particular, there are indexes v(1), . . . , v(l) determined by I. The definition
of SI can be rephrased (see e.g. [M, Sect. 3.2]) as
SI = {W
k ⊂ Cn : dim(W k ∩ Civ(c)) ≥ v(c) for c = 1, . . . , l} ⊂ Gr .
Consider the partial flag variety Fl = Flv(1),v(2),...,v(l)C
n of nested subspaces
L1 ⊂ L2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Ll
of Cn, where dimLc = v(c). Note that v(1), . . . , v(l) depend on I, hence Fl depends on I. The
natural forgetful map Fl→ Gr, (L1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Ll) 7→ Ll will be denoted by π. The Schubert variety
(11) S˜I = {(L1 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Ll) : Lc ⊂ C
iv(c) for c = 1, . . . , l} ⊂ Fl
is a resolution of S through the map π [M, Section 3.4].
Since S˜I is a smooth subvariety of Fl, we can consider its conormal bundle
(12) CS˜I = {α ∈ T
∗
p Fl : p ∈ S˜I , α(TpS˜I) = 0} ⊂ T
∗Fl .
It is a rank dimFl− dim S˜I subbundle of the cotangent bundle of Fl restricted to S˜I , hence
dimCS˜I = dimFl. It is well known that CS˜I is a Lagrangian subvariety of T
∗Fl with its usual
symplectic form.
4.2. Torus equivariant cohomology. Consider the torus T = (C∗)n × C∗. Let Li be the
tautological line bundle over the i’th component of the classifying space B T = (P∞)n × P∞.
We define zi = c1(Li) for i = 1, . . . , n, and h = c1(Ln+1). We have H
∗
T
(one-point space) =
H∗(B T) = C[z1, . . . , zn, h]. The T equivariant cohomology ring of any T space is a module over
this polynomial ring.
Consider the action of T on Cn given by (α1, . . . , αn) · (v1, . . . , vn) = (α1v1, . . . , αnvn). This
action induces an action of T on Gr and Fl. We will be concerned with the action of T on the
cotangent bundles T ∗Gr and T ∗Fl defined as follows: the action of the subgroup (C∗)n is induced
from the action of T on Gr and Fl, while the extra C∗ factor acts by multiplication in the fiber
direction. We have the diagram of maps in T-equivariant cohomology
H∗
T
(Fl)
π∗

∼= H∗T(T
∗Fl)
H∗
T
(Gr) ∼= H∗T(T
∗Gr)
where π∗ is the push-forward map (also known as Gysin map) in cohomology. The isomorphisms
H∗
T
(X) ∼= H∗T(T
∗X) are induced by the equivariant homotopy equivalences T ∗X → X . In
notation we will not distinguish between H∗
T
(X) and H∗
T
(T ∗X), in particular π∗ will denote the
map H∗
T
(T ∗Fl)→ H∗
T
(T ∗Gr) as well.
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There are natural bundles over Gr, whose fibers over the point W ∈ Gr are W,Cn /W . Let
the Chern roots of these bundles be denoted by
(13) t1, . . . , tk︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, t˜1, . . . , t˜n−k︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
.
Let the group Sk act by permuting the ta’s, and Sn−k by permuting the t˜b’s. We have
H∗
T
(Gr) = C[t1, . . . , tk, t˜1, . . . , t˜n−k, z1, . . . , zn, h]
Sk×Sn−k/IGr,
where the ideal IGr is generated by the coefficients of the following polynomial in ξ:
k∏
a=1
(1 + taξ)
n−k∏
b=1
(1 + t˜bξ)−
n∏
u=1
(1 + zuξ).
There are natural bundles over Fl, whose fibers over the point (L1, L2, . . . , Ll) ∈ Fl are L1,
L2/L1, L3/L2, . . . , Ll/Ll−1, C
n /Ll. Let the Chern roots of these bundles be denoted by
(14) t1, . . . , tv(1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
m1
, tv(1)+1, . . . , tv(2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
m2
, . . . tv(l−1)+1, . . . , tv(l)︸ ︷︷ ︸
ml
, t˜1, . . . , t˜n−k︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k
.
Recall that Sm permutes the variables ta as in Section 2.2, Sn−k permutes the variables t˜b. We
have
(15) H∗
T
(Fl) = C[t1, . . . , tk, t˜1, . . . , t˜n−k, z1, . . . , zn, h]
Sm×Sn−k/IFl,
where the ideal IFl is generated by the coefficients of the following polynomial in ξ:
k∏
a=1
(1 + taξ)
n−k∏
b=1
(1 + t˜bξ)−
n∏
u=1
(1 + zuξ).
4.3. Equivariant localization. We recall some facts from the theory of equivariant localization,
specified for Fl and Gr. Our reference is [AB], a more recent account is e.g. [CG, Ch. 5]. Let
FFl be the set of fixed points of the T action on Fl, and let FGr be the set of fixed points of the
T action on Gr. The sets FFl, FGr are finite. Consider the restriction maps
(16) H∗
T
(Fl)→ H∗
T
(FFl) =
⊕
f∈FFl
H∗
T
(f), H∗
T
(Gr)→ H∗
T
(FGr) =
⊕
f∈FGr
H∗
T
(f).
A key fact of the theory of equivariant localization is that these restriction maps are injective.
The explicit form of these restriction maps is as follows.
• A fixed point f ∈ FGr is a coordinate k-plane in C
n, hence it corresponds to a subset
I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, |I| = k. The restriction map H∗
T
(Gr) → H∗
T
(f) = C[z] to the fixed point
corresponding to I is
[p(t, t˜, z, h)] 7→ p(zI , zI¯ , z, h),
where t = (t1, . . . , tk), t˜ = (t˜1, . . . , t˜n−k), z = (z1, . . . , zn); and zI stands for the list of zu’s
with u ∈ I; and zI¯ stands for the list of zu’s with u 6∈ I.
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• Recall that Fl depends on I, and the block structure of I determines numbers l, mc
as in Section 2.1. A fixed point f ∈ Fl corresponds to a decomposition {1, . . . , n} =
K1∪ . . .∪Kl ∪Kl+1 into disjoint subsets K1, . . . , Kl, Kl+1 with |Kc| = mc for c = 1, . . . , l,
and |Kl+1| = n − k. The restriction map H
∗
T
(Fl) → H∗
T
(f) = C[z] to the fixed point
corresponding to this decomposition is
[p(t, t˜, z, h)] 7→ p(zK1, . . . , zKl, zKl+1, z, h).
We will also need a formula for the push-forward map π∗.
Proposition 4.1. Let [p] ∈ H∗
T
(Fl), where p ∈ C[t1, . . . , tk, t˜1, . . . , t˜n−k, z1, . . . , zn]
Sm×Sn−k (see
(15)). Then
(17) π∗ ([p]) =
[
SymSk/Sm
p∏
c>d
∏
ta∈Ic
∏
tb∈Id
(ta − tb)
]
.
The expression on the right-hand side is formally a sum of fractions. However, in the sum the
denominators cancel: the sum is a polynomial.
Proof. We sketch a proof of this formula well known in localization theory. Let fI be the fixed
point on Gr corresponding to the subset I = {i1, . . . , ik} ⊂ {1, . . . , n}. We have
(18) π∗([p])|fI =
(
π|π−1(fI )
)
∗
(
[p]π−1(fI )
)
=
(
π|π−1(fI )
)
∗

 ∑
f∈π−1(fI )∩FFl
jf∗([p]f)
e(Tfπ−1(f))

 .
Here jf is the inclusion {f} ⊂ π
−1(fI). In the last equality we used the formula [AB, p.9.] which
describes how one can recover an equivariant cohomology class from its restrictions to the fixed
points. Using the fact that (π|π−1(fI) ◦ jf )∗ : Z[z, h]→ Z[z, h] is the identity map, we obtain that
(18) is equal to [
SymSk/Sm
p∏
c>d
∏
ta∈Ic
∏
tb∈Id
(ta − tb)
]∣∣∣∣∣
ta=zia ,t˜=zI¯ .
The restriction of the right-hand-side of (17) to fI is clearly the same formula. This proves the
proposition. 
4.4. Equivariant fundamental class of the conormal bundle on Fl. The variety CS˜I is
invariant under the T action on T ∗Fl. Hence it has an equivariant fundamental cohomology
class, an element [CS˜I ] ∈ H
2dimFl
T
(T ∗Fl) = H2 dimFl
T
(Fl). Our goal in this section is to express the
geometrically defined class [CS˜I ] in terms of the Chern roots zu, h, and ta.
Let γ˜ be the bundle over Fl whose fiber over (L1, . . . , Ll) is Ll. Consider the T action on the
bundle γ˜∗ ⊗ γ˜ where the (C∗)n action is induced by the action on Fl, and the extra C∗ acts by
multiplication in the fiber direction. The Euler class of this bundle will be denoted by eh(γ˜
∗⊗ γ˜).
We have
eh(γ˜
∗ ⊗ γ˜) =
k∏
a=1
k∏
b=1
(ta − tb + h).
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Theorem 4.2. For I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, |I| = k we use the notations of Section 2.1. Let
sgn(I) = (−1)codimSI = (−1)k(n−k)−ℓ(I) = (−1)
∑k
a=1(n−iaˆ)−
∑
1≤c<d≤lmcmd .
Consider the cohomology class
(19) NI =
(∏
c>d
∏
ia∈Ic
∏
ib∈Id
(ta − tb − h)
)
·
k∏
a=1
(
iaˆ∏
u=1
(ta − zu + h)
n∏
u=iaˆ+1
(ta − zu)
)
∈ H∗
T
(Fl).
Then
(20) sgn(I) · eh(γ˜
∗ ⊗ γ˜) · [CS˜I ] = NI ∈ H
∗
T
(Fl).
Note that expressions (7) and (19) coincide. However, in Lemma 3.6, NI is a polynomial, while
in Theorem 4.2, NI is a cohomology class (that is, an element of the quotient ring (15)).
Note also, that the element eh(γ˜
∗ ⊗ γ˜) is not a zero-divisor in the ring H∗
T
(Fl) (because none
of its fixed point restrictions vanish), hence equation (20) uniquely determines [CS˜I ].
Proof. We will show that the restrictions of the two sides of (20) to the torus fixed points on Fl
agree.
Let us pick a torus fixed point f ∈ Fl. It corresponds to a decomposition
{1, . . . , n} = K1 ∪ . . . ∪Kl ∪Kl+1
into disjoint subsets with |Kc| = mc for c = 1, . . . , l and |Kl+1| = n−k. First listing the elements
of K1 (in any order), then the elements of K2 (in any order), etc, lastly the elements of Kl (in
any order), we obtain a list of numbers j1, . . . , jk. Restricting [p(t1, . . . , tk, z, h)] ∈ H
∗
T
(Gr) to the
fixed point f amounts to substituting ta = zja into p.
Observe that NI |ta=zja is 0 unless ja ≤ iaˆ for all a. If ja ≤ iaˆ for all a then
NI |ta=zja =
(∏
c>d
∏
ia∈Ic
∏
ib∈Id
(zja − zjb − h)
)
·
k∏
a=1
(
iaˆ∏
u=1
(zja − zu + h)
n∏
u=iaˆ+1
(zja − zu)
)
= (−1)
∑
c<dmcmd
(∏
c>d
∏
ia∈Ic
∏
ib∈Id
(zjb − zja + h)
)
·
k∏
a=1
(
iaˆ∏
u=1
(zja − zu + h)
n∏
u=iaˆ+1
(zja − zu)
)
= (−1)
∑
c<dmcmd
(
k∏
a=1
k∏
b=1
(zja − zjb + h)
)
·
k∏
a=1

 ∏
u∈{1,...,iaˆ}
−{j1,...,jaˆ}
(zja − zu + h)
n∏
u=iaˆ+1
(zja − zu)

 .
Now we turn to the study of [CS˜I ]|f .
The point f is not contained in S˜I unless ja ≤ iaˆ for all a = 1, . . . , k, hence in this case
[CS˜I ]f = 0. Let us now assume ja ≤ iaˆ for all a = 1, . . . , k. The weights of the action of T on the
tangent plane TfFl are
zu − zja for a = 1, . . . , k, u ∈ {1, . . . , n} − {j1, . . . , jaˆ}.
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Among these weights the ones that correspond to eigenvectors in the tangent space to S˜I are
zu − zja for a = 1, . . . , k, u ∈ {1, . . . , iaˆ} − {j1, . . . , jaˆ}.
Hence the weights of the normal space to S˜I at f are zu − zja for u > iaˆ. The weights of the
normal space to CS˜|f ⊂ T
∗Fl |f are hence zja − zu + h for u ∈ {1, . . . , iaˆ} − {j1, . . . , jaˆ}.
Therefore we have
[CS˜I ]|f =
k∏
a=1

 ∏
u∈{1,...,iaˆ}
−{j1,...,jaˆ}
(zja − zu + h)
n∏
u=iaˆ+1
(zu − zja)

 .
Since the restriction of eh(γ˜
∗ ⊗ γ˜) to the fixed point f is
∏k
a=1
∏k
b=1(zja − zjb + h), we proved
that the two sides of (20) are equal restricted to the fixed point f . 
4.5. Equivariant fundamental class of the conormal bundle on Gr.
Definition 4.3. We define the equivariant fundamental cohomology class of the conormal bundle
of SI ⊂ Gr to be π∗([CS˜I ]), and we will denote this class by κI .
Let γ be the bundle over Gr whose fiber over W ⊂ Cn is W . Consider the T action on the
bundle γ∗ ⊗ γ where the (C∗)n action is induced by the action on Gr, and the extra C∗ acts by
multiplication in the fiber direction. The Euler class of this bundle will be denoted by eh(γ
∗⊗γ).
We have
eh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ) =
k∏
a=1
k∏
b=1
(ta − tb + h).
Recall the definition of the YI-function from Section 3.3. Interpret the variables t, z, and h of
this function according to the definitions of the present section, that is, as equivariant cohomology
classes in Gr. Then YI ∈ H
∗
T
(Gr). Recall that sgn(I) = (−1)codimSI .
Theorem 4.4. We have
sgn(I) · eh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ) · κI = YI ∈ H
∗
T(Gr).
Note that eh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ) is not a zero-divisor (because none of its fixed point restrictions vanish),
hence the equation in Theorem 4.4 uniquely determines κI .
Proof. Let us apply π∗ to (20). The left hand side will map to sgn(I)eh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ)κI , because the
bundle γ˜ over Fl is the pullback of the bundle γ over Gr.
Recall the definition of MI from (8). As a cohomology class in H
∗
T (Fl), MI is zero, because it
restricts to 0 at every T fixed points of Fl. Hence, π∗ applied to the right hand side of (20) is
π∗(NI) = π∗(NI +MI) = YI .
The last equality holds because of the comparison of (8) and (17). 
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Let p : T ∗Gr → Gr be the projection of the bundle. Let Sing SI ⊂ SI be the subvariety of
singular points of SI and S
sm
I = SI − Sing SI the smooth part. Define the conormal bundle of
the smooth part to be
(21) CSsmI = {α ∈ T
∗
x Gr : x ∈ S
sm
I , α(TxSI) = 0} ⊂ p
−1(Gr− Sing SI).
Denote [CSsmI ] ∈ H
∗
T
(p−1(Gr− Sing SI)) the equivariant fundamental cohomology class of CS
sm
I .
Consider the embedding j : p−1(Gr− Sing SI) →֒ T
∗Gr .
Theorem 4.5. We have j∗(κI) = [CS
sm
I ] ∈ H
∗
T
(p−1(Gr− Sing SI)).
Proof. To prove Theorem 4.5 first we recall two lemmas from Schubert calculus that are probably
known to the specialists, but we sketch their proofs because we did not find exact references.
Lemma 4.6. Let fJ be a smooth T fixed point on SI . Then there is exactly one T fixed point in
S˜I ∩ π
−1(fJ).
Proof. Recall the notation of the blocks in I, and assume J = {j1 < . . . < jk}. Assume that
fJ ∈ SI , hence ja ≤ ia for all a = 1, . . . , k. The description of the components of the singular
locus of SI in [M, Thm. 3.4.4] can be rephrased to our language as follows: The T fixed point fJ
is a singular point on SI if and only if jv(c)+1 ≤ iv(c) for some c. If this does not happen for any
c then
|{a : ja ≤ v(c)}| = v(c)
for all c = 1, . . . , l. In this case there is only one choice for a fixed point in S˜I ∩ π
−1(fJ), namely
span{ǫj1, . . . , ǫjv(1)} ⊂ span{ǫj1, . . . , ǫjv(2)} ⊂ . . . ⊂ span{ǫj1, . . . , ǫjv(l)}.

Lemma 4.7. The localization map
H∗
T
(Gr− Sing SI)→
⊕
f
H∗
T
(f), α 7→ (α|f) ,
where ⊕ runs for the T fixed points f in Gr− Sing SI , is injective.
Proof. The injectivity of the localization map is usually phrased for compact manifolds (see for
example the original [AB]). However, here we sketch an argument for Gr− Sing SI . Starting
with the open Schubert cell, we add the cells of Gr− Sing SI one by one, in order of codimension.
At each step we can use a Mayer-Vietoris argument to show that if the localization map was
injective before adding the cell, then it is injective after adding the cell. A strictly analogous
argument is shown in the proof of [FR1, Lemma 5.3]. The only condition for such a step-by-step
Mayer-Vietoris argument to work is that the equivariant Euler-class of the normal bundle of
each cell is not a zero-divisor. This calculation is done for Grassmannians, for example, in [FR2,
Sect. 5]. 
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Now we can prove Theorem 4.5. Let fJ be a smooth T fixed point of SI , and f˜J ∈ Fl the
unique T fixed point in S˜I ∩ π
−1(fJ). An analysis of the T representations on TfJGr and Tf˜JFl,
similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 4.2, gives
(22) [CS˜I ]|f˜J = [CS
sm
I ]|fJ ·
∏
c>d
∏
ia∈Ic
∏
ib∈Id
(zia − zib).
Therefore we have
κI |fJ = π∗
(
[CS˜I ]|f˜J
)
= [CSsmI ]|fJ .
If f is a T fixed point in Gr−SI then obviously both κI |f and [CS
sm
I ]|f are 0. Thus we found
that the localization map of Lemma 4.7 maps j∗(κI)− [CS
sm
I ] to 0. This proves the theorem. 
5. Schur polynomials
Definition 5.1. For I = {i1 < i2 < . . . < ik} ⊂ {1, . . . , n} we define the double Schur polynomial
by
∆I(t1, . . . , tk, z1, . . . , zn) = (−1)
codimSI det
(
n∏
u=ia+1
(tβ − zu)
)
α,β=1,...,k
1∏
1≤a<b≤k(ta − tb)
.
Remark 5.2. This definition of double Schur polynomials is the so-called bialternant definition.
Other definitions include a (generalized) Jacobi-Trudi determinant, an interpolation definition,
and the fact that double Schur polynomials are special cases of double Schubert polynomials that
are described recursively using divided difference operators. For references see [M1], [M2, Ex.20,
Section I.3, p.54], [F, Lecture 8], or [FR2].
In Schubert calculus it is well known that equivariant classes of Schubert varieties in Grass-
mannians are represented by double Schur polynomials.
Theorem 5.3. (See [F, Lecture 8] and references therein.) The (C∗)n-equivariant fundamental
class [SI ] of SI in H
∗
(C∗)n(Gr) is represented by the double Schur polynomial ∆I(t, z).
What connects this fact with the objects of the present paper is the following observation.
Proposition 5.4. Recall that ℓ(I) =
∑k
a=1(ia − a) is the dimension of SI . Consider the weight
function WI as a polynomial in h. We have
WI = sgn(I)∆I(t, z) · h
k2+ℓ(I) + lower degree terms.
Proof. The statement follows from the explicit formulae for WI and ∆I . 
Corollary 5.5. We have
YI = sgn(I)∆I(t, z) h
k2+ℓ(I) +lower degree terms.
κI = [SI ] h
ℓ(I) +lower degree terms.
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Proof. The first statement follows from the fact YI = WI+ sums ofWJ -functions with J < I. The
h-degrees of these WJ functions are strictly less than the h-degree of WI . The second statement
is the consequence of Theorems 4.4 and 5.3. Note that the second statement could also be proved
geometrically. 
6. Modified equivariant class of the conormal bundle
Recall that
YI =WI +
∑
J<I
cIJWJ ,
where cIJ are some positive integer coefficients. In other words, the transition matrix from the
WI functions to the YI functions is triangular (with 1’s in the diagonal). Hence the same is true
for its inverse:
WI = YI +
∑
J<I
c′IJYJ ,
where c′IJ are some integer coefficients. Comparing this expression with Theorem 4.4 we obtain
that in H∗
T
(Gr) we have
WI = sgn(I)eh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ)κI +
∑
J<I
c′IJ sgn(J)eh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ)κJ
= sgn(I)eh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ)
(
κI +
∑
J<I
c′IJ
sgn(J)
sgn(I)
κJ
)
.
Definition 6.1. We define the modified equivariant fundamental class of the conormal bundle
of the Schubert variety SI to be
κ′I = κI +
∑
J<I
c′IJ
sgn(J)
sgn(I)
κJ .
Notice that J < I if and only if SJ is a proper subvariety of SI (hence, in particular, dimSJ <
dimSI). Therefore the difference of κ
′
I and κI is a linear combination of fundamental classes of
conormal bundles of proper subvarieties of SI .
Example 6.2. For k = 1 we have Y{i} =
∑
j≤iW{j}. Hence for i > 1
W{i} = Y{i} − Y{i−1}
= (−1)n−ieh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ)κ{i} − (−1)
n−(i−1)eh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ)κ{i−1}
= (−1)n−ieh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ)(κ{i} + κ{i−1}).
Therefore κ′{i} = κ{i} + κ{i−1} = [CS{i}] + [CS{i−1}].
For example, for k = 1, n = 2, let p : T ∗Gr → Gr be the projection of the bundle as before,
and f{1} the T fixed point with homogeneous coordinate (1 : 0) on Gr = Gr1C
2 = P1. Then
κ′{1} = κ{1} = [p
−1(f{1})] = z2 − t1,
κ′{2} = κ{2} + κ{1} = [Gr] + [p
−1(f{1})] = (2t1 − z1 − z2 + h) + (z2 − t1) = t1 − z1 + h.
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For k = 2, n = 4 calculation shows
κ′{1,2} = κ{1,2}, κ
′
{1,3} = κ{1,3} + κ{1,2}, κ
′
{1,4} = κ{1,4} + κ{1,3}, κ
′
{2,3} = κ{2,3} + κ{1,3},
κ′{2,4} = κ{2,4} + κ{2,3} + κ{1,4} + κ{1,3} + κ{1,2}, κ
′
{3,4} = κ{3,4} + κ{2,4} + κ{1,2}.
Let us compare the modified fundamental class with the earlier, non-modified κI classes. We
have
(23)
sgn(I) eh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ) κI = YI ,
sgn(I) eh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ) κ′I = WI .
Recall from Theorem 4.5 that j∗(κI) = [CS
sm
I ] ∈ H
∗
T
(p−1(Gr− Sing SI)). The class κ
′
I does not
satisfy this property over the whole Gr− Sing SI , but only over the Schubert cell S
o
I which is a
dense open subset of SI .
Theorem 6.3. Let p : T ∗Gr→ Gr be the projection of the bundle. Consider the Schubert cell
SoI = {W
k ⊂ Cn : dim(W k ∩ Cia) = a for a = 1, . . . , k} ⊂ Gr,
and its conormal bundle CSoI ⊂ p
−1(Gr− ∪J<I SJ). Let i denote the embedding
i : p−1(Gr− ∪J<I SJ) →֒ T
∗Gr .
Then
i∗(κ′I) = [CS
o
I ] ∈ H
∗(p−1(Gr− ∪J<I SJ)).
Proof. The difference κ′I − κI is supported on p
−1(∪J<ISJ). Therefore i
∗(κ′I) = i
∗(κI), so it is
enough to show that i∗(κI) = [CS
o
I ]. This follows from the diagram
p−1(Gr− ∪J<I SJ)


//
'

i
))
p−1(Gr− Sing SI)


j
// T ∗Gr
i∗(κI) j
∗(κI)
✤oo κI
✤oo
[CSoI ] [CS
sm
I ].
✤oo

Some advantages of κ′I over κI are discussed in Sections 7 and 8.
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7. Orthogonality
7.1. Orthogonality on Gr. Recall that ǫ1, . . . , ǫn is the standard basis of C
n, and we used the
standard flag to define the Schubert variety
SI = {W
k ⊂ Cn : dim(W k ∩ span(ǫ1, . . . , ǫia)) ≥ a for a = 1, . . . , k} ⊂ Gr .
Considering the opposite flag, we may define the opposite Schubert variety
SˇI = {W
k ⊂ Cn : dim(W k ∩ span(ǫn+1−ia , . . . , ǫn)) ≥ a for a = 1, . . . , k} ⊂ Gr .
Consider the bilinear form on H∗
T
(Gr) defined by
(f, g) 7→ 〈f, g〉 =
∫
Gr
fg,
where the equivariant integral on Gr can be expressed via localization by∫
Gr
α(t1, . . . , tk) =
∑
I
α(zI)∏
u∈I,v 6∈I(zv − zu)
.
Here the sum runs for k-element subsets I of {1, . . . , n}. Note that the denominator is the
equivariant Euler class of the tangent space to Gr at the fixed point corresponding to I.
Definition 7.1. For I = {i1 < . . . < ik} define Iˇ = {(n+1)− ik, (n+1)− ik−1, . . . , (n+1)− i1}.
It is well known in Schubert calculus that
〈[SI ], [SˇJˇ ]〉 = δI,J .
7.2. Orthogonality on T ∗Gr. Our goal is to describe similar orthogonality relations involving
equivariant classes of conormal bundles.
Consider the bilinear form on H∗
T
(T ∗Gr) = H∗
T
(Gr) defined by
(f, g) 7→≪ f, g ≫=
∫
T ∗Gr
fg,
where the equivariant integral on T ∗Gr is defined via localization by∫
T ∗Gr
α(t1, . . . , tk) =
∑
I
α(zI)∏
u∈I,v 6∈I(zv − zu)(zu − zv + h)
.
Here again, the sum runs for k-element subsets I of {1, . . . , n}. Note that the denominator is the
equivariant Euler class of the tangent space to T ∗Gr at the fixed point corresponding to I. This
bilinear form takes values in the ring of rational functions in z1, . . . , zn and h. For more details,
see [GRTV, Sect. 5.2].
In Section 4, starting with the Schubert variety SI we defined the equivariant fundamental
classes κI and κ
′
I . Similarly, starting with the opposite Schubert variety SˇI , we may define the
opposite equivariant fundamental classes κˇI and κˇ
′
I . Arguments analogous to the ones in the
sections above prove the following theorem.
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Theorem 7.2. We have
(24) sgn(Iˇ)eh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ)κˇ′
Iˇ
= WˇI ,
where
(25) WˇI(t1, . . . , tk) = h
k SymSk
(
k∏
a=1
(
ia−1∏
u=1
(ta − zu)
n∏
u=ia+1
(ta − zu + h)
k∏
b=a+1
ta − tb − h
ta − tb
))
is the “dual” weight function.
The following lemma is a special case of Theorem C.9 of [TV1].
Lemma 7.3. For A = {a1, . . . , ak} ⊂ {1, . . . , n} let p(zA) denote the substitution of za1 , . . . , zak
into the variables t1, . . . , tk of the polynomial p. For k-element subsets I, J of {1, . . . , n} we have∑
A
WI(zA)WˇJ(zA)∏
u∈A,v∈A¯(zu − zv)(zu − zv + h) ·
∏
u,v∈A(zu − zv + h)
2
= δI,J ,
where the summation runs for all k-element subsets A of {1, . . . , n}.
Now we are ready to prove the orthogonality relations for fundamental classes of conormal
bundles.
Theorem 7.4. We have
≪ κ′I , κˇ
′
Jˇ ≫= δI,J .
Proof. Tracing back the definitions, as well as formulas (23) and (24), give
≪ κ′I , κˇ
′
Jˇ
≫= sgn(I) sgn(Jˇ)
∑
A
WI(zA)WˇJ(zA)∏
u∈A,v 6∈A(zv − zu)(zu − zv + h) · (eh(γ
∗ ⊗ γ)(zA))
2 .
According to Lemma 7.3 this further equals
sgn(I) sgn(Jˇ)(−1)k(n−k)δI,J = δI,J .

8. R-matrix in cohomology
Recall that R = C[z1, . . . , zn, h]((zi − zj + h)
−1)i,j.
Proposition 8.1. The following are bases of the free module H∗
T
(Gr)⊗R:
(1) the classes [SI ] for I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, |I| = k;
(2) the classes WI for I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, |I| = k;
(3) the classes YI for I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, |I| = k;
(4) the classes κI for I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, |I| = k;
(5) the classes κ′I for I ⊂ {1, . . . , n}, |I| = k.
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Proof. The Leray-Hirsch Theorem (e.g. [BT, Thm. 5.11]) implies that the C[z1, . . . , zn, h]-module
H∗
T
(Gr) is free, with basis [SI ]. This implies (1). Statement (5) can be proved from Theorem 7.4
and some extra analysis of the denominators, or from the fact that the transition matrix from
[SI ] to κ
′
I is upper triangular with diagonal entries∏
a∈I,b6∈I,b<a
(za − zb + h).
Details will be given elsewhere. The equivalence of (5) and (2) follows from equivariant localiza-
tion and the fact ±eh(γ
∗⊗ γ)κ′I = WI . The transition matrix between (2) and (3), as well as the
transition matrix between (4) and (5) are upper triangular with 1’s in the diagonal. 
Recall that SI was defined using the standard flag
span(ǫ1) ⊂ span(ǫ1, ǫ2) ⊂ . . . ⊂ span(ǫ1, . . . , ǫn).
Let σ ∈ Sn be a permutation. We may, redefine our geometric objects SI , S˜I , [CS˜I ], κI , κ
′
I using
the complete flag
span(ǫσ(1)) ⊂ span(ǫσ(1), ǫσ(2)) ⊂ . . . ⊂ span(ǫσ(1), . . . , ǫσ(n)).
We call the resulting objects SσI , S˜
σ
I , [CS˜
σ
I ], κ
σ
I , κ
′
I
σ.
Proposition 8.2. We have
κσI = κI |zu 7→zσ(u),
κ′I
σ
= κ′I |zu 7→zσ(u).
Proof. The statement follows from equivariant localization (see Section 4.3). 
Comparing this result with Section 3.2 we obtain the following remarkable fact. Let σ be an
elementary transposition in Sn. Then the geometrically defined action sgn(I)κ
′
I 7→ sgn(I)κ
′
I
σ on
H∗
T
(Gr)⊗R can be expressed by an R-matrix.
Example 8.3. Let n = 2, k = 1, and let σ be the transposition in S2. Then we have

h
z2 − z1 + h
z2 − z1
z2 − z1 + h
z2 − z1
z2 − z1 + h
h
z2 − z1 + h

 ·
(
−κ′{1}
κ′{2}
)
=
(
−κ′{1}
σ
κ′{2}
σ
)
,
which can be directly verified by substituting
sgn({1}) = −1, κ′{1} = κ{1} = z2 − t1,
sgn({2}) = +1, κ′{2} = κ{2} + κ{1} = (2t1 − z1 − z2 + h) + (z2 − t1) = t1 − z1 + h.
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